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Abstract 
An efficient matching method for segment-based 

stereo vision is proposed. A potential matching graph 
which describes the connectivity between candidate 
matching pairs of segments is built. Establishing cor- 
respondence is then reduced to a problem of searching 
for the optimal path that maximizes a similarity measure. 
The optimal path is found efficiently without the adverse 
effects of combinatorial explosion by using a dynamic 
programming technique. The validity of the method is 
confirmed by experiments with actual images. 

1 Introduction 
Stereo matching is one of the most important and diffi- 

cult problems in low-level vision and has attracted much 
attention over the decades in the vision community[2]. 
The numerous methods proposed so far can be charac- 
terized in terms of matching tokens, constraints and op- 
timization methods[51. 

In order to reduce matching ambiguity, various con- 
straints between matching tokens should be fully ex- 
ploited and the matching similarity should be evaluated 
in a global context. Low-level features such as edge 
points have been used as tokens in some studies, which 
include a coarse-to-fine strategy[3], PMF algorithm us- 
ing disparity gradient limit[9] and dynamic programming 
techniques[8]. Using higher-level features with rich at- 
tribute information, however, is more desirable to reduce 
the number of ambiguous candidate matches and compu- 
tational overhead. 

Segment-based stereo[7, 1, 41 is one of the promis- 
ing directions using high-level features as matching to- 
kens. This approach is more suitable for high-level tasks 
such as model building and object recognition because 
it produces a much more structured description of the 
scene than a disparity map. Unfortunately, establishing 
globally optimal correspondence that fully takes into ac- 
count ad.jacency and connectivity between segments of- 
ten gives rise to combinatorial explosion[4]. Though a 
method which initiates the matching process at a local 
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correspondence and integrates neighboring correspond- 
ing tokens based on the smoothness of disparity was 
proposed[l], the result is dependent on the selection of 
initial matching and there is no guarantees that it will be 
globally optimal. 

In this paper, we propose a new stereo matching al- 
gorithm which attains both an efficient computation and 
an optimal result. All the potential matching between 
left and right segments are represented by a graph de- 
scription called a potential matching graph. The opti- 
mal correspondence is established by finding the optimal 
path that maximizes a global similarity measure in this 
graph. This search process is performed efficiently by 
using a dynamic programming technique. The validity 
of the proposed algorithm is confirmed by experiments 
with actual images. 

2 Boundary Representations of Images 

In our method, stereo matching is performed between 
two boundary representations (B-rep) extracted from left 
and right input images. The B-rep is a collection of 
boundaries of image regions obtained by extracting edge 
points. Each boundary is divided into edge segments at 
feature points (e.g. branches, corners, etc.). Each bound- 
ary is also segmented at maximalminima of vertical co- 
ordinate (y-value), which guarantees that the y-value of 
the edge points in each segment is monotone increas- 
ingtdecreasing along the segment and greatly simplifies 
the matching procedure. Each segment is then oriented 
so that its surrounding region is seen on its right sidc (Fig. 
1 ). 
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Figure 1 : B-rep of the image 
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3 Stereo Matching 
3.1 The Potential Matching Graph 

Stereo matching is performed by establishing corre- 
spondences between the left and right segments in B-reps 
obtained from the input images. For this purpose, graph 
representations of potential matchings are constructed as 
follows; We fix one boundary B in the left B-rep and enu- 
merate all the potentially corresponding right segments 
for each left segment in B by using an epipolar constraint 
and the similarity of their shape, intensity and direction. 
The potential matching between the left and right seg- 
ments is called apair. We then construct a directed graph 
called a potential matchir~g graph whose nodes are pairs 
and whose arcs represent connectivity between the pairs 
(Fig. 2). See [6]  for details about evaluating connectiv- 
ity. 

Left 

Figure 2: Graph representation of potential matching 

For each pair i of the left and right segments, we com- 
pute its similarity value 

where d; is the length of matching portion, AIi is inten- 
sity difference between the vicinities of two segments and 
I,,, represents the maximum intensity. This Spair(i)  
yields a large value when these two segments have a large 
matching portion and their intensity difference is small. 

3.2 The Correspondence Path 
Spa;, defined by (1) reflects only the local similarity 

between the left and right images. In order to obtain re- 
liable results, however, the similarity must be evaluated 
more globally. Since the right segments corresponding to 
contiguous left segments belonging to a left boundary B 
must also be contiguous, the correct matching pairs must 
be connected to each other and form a path, called a cor- 
responder~ce path, in the potential matching graph. We 
therefore regard the path that maximizes the following 
global matching similarity 

as the correct matching for B. The matching problem is 
then reduced to searching for the optimal path with the 
maximum value of Spath. 

There are two kinds of correspondence paths; 

Loop path A path forming a closed loop in the graph 
(Fig. 3 (a)). This happens when potentially cor- 
responding right segments are found for all the left 
segments along B. 

Non-loop path A path starting from a node pointed at by 
no other nodes and terminating at a node pointing at 
no other nodes (Fig. 3 (b)). This happens when po- 
tentially corresponding right segments are partially 
missing due to the occlusion or incompleteness of 
edge detection. 

(a) loop path (b) non-loop path 

Figure 3: LoopINon-loop path 

3.3 Search for Optimal Paths 
Since Spalh is defined as a sum of Spair values, the 

optimal path from pair i to pair j passing through pair k 
is a concatenation of the two optimal paths from i to Ic 
and from k to j. From this observation, we can find the 
optimal path efficiently by using the following dynamic 
programming technique; Each node is assigned two slots: 
SPai, for the similarity value of the pair and S,,, for 
the intermediate value of Spath. Starting from a given 
node, the graph is traversed in depth-first order (Fig. 4). 
When back-tracking upward, S,,, of node i is computed 
recursively as 

where next(i) stands for a set of nodes pointed at by i. 
Finally Spath value of the optimal path is obtained in the 
S,,, of the starting node. The optimal path itself can 
be found by tracing the nodes with maximum S,,, val- 
ues from the starting node. Since each node is visited 
only once, the computational complexity of this process 
is linear to the numbers, that represent the complexity of 
the scene, of nodes and arcs of the graph. 

The nodes where the search process described above 
is initiated are determined as follows; 

We initiate the search for non-loop paths at all the 
nodes pointed at by no other nodes. 

We initiate the search for loop paths at one node 
pointed at by other nodes and pointing to other 



Figure 4: The optimal path search 

nodes. Each node visited during the search process 
is marked. The search is repeated until no nodes 
pointed at by other nodes and pointing to other nodes 
remain unmarked. 

If we choose a node which all the loop paths pass through, 
the optimal loop path for the boundary can be detected in 
only one search. For instance, we can check two loop 
paths in Fig. 2 at the same time if the search process 
begins at node I l l ,  rl 1. For this reason, as a heuristic ef- 
fective in many cases, we selcct a node with a maximum 
or minimum y-coordinate value. 

3.4 Integration of Optimal Paths 
Up to now, for one lelt boundary, we have obtained 

multiple optimal paths for each starting node in the search 
process described above. Multiple optimal paths are also 
obtained in cases where the left boundary has two or more 
potential matching graphs. In order to determine the se- 
quence of the corresponding right segments uniquely, we 
sort the obtained optimal paths in descending order of 
their Spalh values and pick them from the top of the list 
while keeping their corresponding portions from overlap- 
ping each other along the left boundary. 

Let us consider the example shown in Fig. 5. We have 
three optimal paths P a t h l ,  P a t h 2  and P a t h 3  for the 
left boundary B where Spath(l)  > Sp,th(2) > Spath(3). 
First, P a t h l  is picked. Next P a t h 2  is rejected because 
i t  overlaps P a t h l  on B. Therefore P a t h 3  is selected 
which docs not conflict with P a t h l .  

3.5 Establishing One-to-one Correspondences 
As a result of the above-described processing, a se- 

quence of corresponding right segments is uniquely de- 
termined for each left boundary (left-to-right correspon- 
dence). Multiple left boundaries, however, may have 
the same right segments selected in their optimal match- 
ing. In order to establish one-to-one correspondences, we 
compute right-to-left correspondences in the same way 
by exchanging the roles of the left and right images and 
eliminate matching pairs with incompatible left-to-right 
and right-to-left correspondences. Refer to [6] for details. 
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Figure 5: Integration of the optimal paths 

4 Experimental Results 
The computational time performance of the proposed 

algorithm was evaluated using actual images and com- 
pared with that of the exhaustive method which enu- 
merates all the paths in the graph and then selects one 
with largest Spath value. Table 1 shows the CPU time 
(UltraSPARC-I, 167MHz) required for the search and in- 
tegration of the optimal paths described in subsections 
3.3 and 3.4. It can be observed that the proposed algo- 
rithm is not only much faster but is also immune from 
large variations in computational time. In contrast with 
this, the exhaustive method is sometimes very slow even 
for scenes with medium complexity. 

Figures 6 and 7 show the matching results respectively 
corresponding to scene I and scene3 in Table 1. These re- 
sults are outputs of the path integration process described 
in section 3.4. In spite of not processing to establish one- 
to-one correspondences, the 3D shapes of the scene are 
reconstructed quite faithfully. 

Table 1 : CPU time required for the optimal path search 

scene l 
scene2 
scene3 
scene4 
scene5 
scene6 
scene7 
scene8 

5 Conclusions 
We have described a new matching algorithm for 

segment-based stereo vision. The features of this algo- 
rithm are summarized as follows; 

Potential matching is represented by a directed 
graph. Matching similarity is then globally evalu- 
ated by searching for the optimal path that yields the 
maximum value of the sum of the similarity of seg- 
ment pairs. 

proposed 
method 
(msec) 

619.8 
21.8 

129.3 
65.1 
34.9 
57.0 
30.7 
30.8 

num. of 
nodes 

5096 
594 

2165 
1408 
1215 
828 

1099 
94 1 

num. of 
arcs 

2121 
287 
815 
803 
627 
492 
640 
604 

exhaustive 
method 
(msec) 

923.8 
87.8 

131.2 
198.7 
43.6 

6590.0 
568.2 
325.4 



Figure 6: Matching result (I):  (a) Input images. ( b )  B- Figure 7: Matching result (2): ( a )  Input images. (6) B- 
reps. ( c )  3 0  reconstruction. reps. ( c )  30 reconstruction. 

This search is efficiently performed by recursive 
computation of the global similarity value using a 
dynamic programming (DP) technique. 

Since our DP process is a one-dimensional search along 
the boundaries in contrast with a hierarchical 2D search 
across epipolar lines[8], it is efficient and guarantees an 
optimal result. 

A stereo vision system using our proposed algorithm 
has already been successfully applied to object recogni- 
tion tasks[lO, 111. We also expect that this method will 
make segment-based stereo applicable to a wide range of 
fields such as robotics where a quick response is crucial. 
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